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Abstract: In this paper an overview of the most important artificial intelligence diagnosis tools is given. For each tool, we focus on diagnosis principles and on their advantages and disadvantages. That allows us to extract four important points that a diagnosis tool should fulfilled. Using these results, we propose a tool based on fuzzy Petri nets and a tool based on neuro-fuzzy systems, which allow to make a diagnosis using a model easy to build and that take into account the uncertainties of maintenance knowledge. These tools provide abductive approaches of fault propagations research with an efficient localization and a characterization of the fault origin. At the end, we apply our tools on a comparative example of a flexible system diagnosis. Keywords: Monitoring, Diagnosis aid systems, Fuzzy Petri nets, Neuro-Fuzzy systems. 1. INTRODUCTION The monitoring of industrial systems may be split into two phases: the first phase is the faults detection and the second one is the diagnosis. The diagnosis must allow the localization and the identification of the causes of these faults: it should make it possible, starting from the observation of symptoms, to go back to the causes explaining these symptoms. That amounts to put forth an assumption on the causes according to the observation of symptoms. The realization of such a diagnosis is difficult because the information available is usually incomplete, vague and dubious. Such a diagnosis system must imperatively take into account these uncertainties so as to make relevant assertions. This paper is organized as follows: In the first section, a classification of diagnosis methods is given. A definition of each method and the related tools coming from Artificial Intelligence is given. Then, in the second section, we focus on the principles behind each method and their application to the diagnosis. This study allows giving four important points to build a diagnosis tool. Finally, we propose two diagnosis aid tools which take into account the conclusion of our work. 2. DIAGNOSIS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 2.1. Diagnosis definitions In (Dubuisson, 2001) we can find the next definition: A diagnosis problem can be defined as a problem of pattern recognition. The set of states is the counterpart of a set of classes and the pattern vector is the vector of observed parameters.



This definition is valid in diagnosis cases in which the modes are well identified, and the associated faults origins and localization well known. In those cases, pattern recognition methods are quite efficient. There are other approaches of diagnosis. Peng, (Peng, 1990) defines diagnosis as follows: Given a set of observed manifestations (symptoms sss…), the goal is to explain their occurence, to go back to the cause using knowledge on the considered system. This definition will be adopted in our study. Indeed, this approach is common to many authors, (Zwingelstein, 1995), (Grosclaude, 2000), (BouchonMeunier, 2003) and better put in evidence the real challenge of the diagnosis, like it is seen by our industrial partners. Close to this definition, diagnosis as monitoring, takes into account numeric and symbolic data. Moreover, to make a diagnosis possible, the diagnosis needs causal knowledge on the system. Indeed, a default is easily described by the relation between its causes and its effects. The diagnosis problem deals with finding explanations for the observed symptoms. The inference used to make this reasoning possible, which allows to "go back to the causes" is called Abductive Inference: Given a fact "B" and the association (causal relation) "A→B" (A implies B), infer "A" possible. Such a diagnosis is called "Abductive Diagnosis". Given the complexity of diagnosis problems, many methods have been developed using different tools. The next section gives a classification of one of the



most efficient one based on the Artificial Intelligence methods, in order to see which kind of diagnosis is possible with each method. 2.2. Classification of symbolic methods We choose to work on symbolic methods which seem to be more adapted to deal with numeric and symbolic data for diagnosis. Indeed the complexity of industrial system does usually not allow making a numeric model. "Symbolic methods" is a wide term to define methods without models. The classification proposed here joins the classifications in (Basseville, 1996) and (Aghasaryan, 1998). It gives three classes of methods: the methods based on behavioural models, the recognition methods and the methods based on explicative models. Methods using behavioural models are characterised by the possibility to simulate the behaviour of the system. They are generally based on tools like finite state machines or Petri nets. Recognition methods (like patterns recognition systems and rules based systems) work in two phases: learning and recognition. Methods using explicative models are based on models which give a representation of a causal analysis of the system to diagnose. The next section exposes principles and applications for each method of diagnosis. 3. SYMBOLIC METHODS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS 3.1 Methods based on behavioural models A method using finite state machines, presented in (Aghasaryan, 1998) is described in (Sampath, 1996). It is characterized by two phases to carry out the diagnosis. Initially, a model of the system with a total automaton is developed by composition of elementary automata corresponding to local systems. Then, in the second phase, a diagnosis assistant also corresponding to an automaton is built starting from the total model. This last one carries out a diagnosis by observing online a sequence of events. For each consecutive event, the diagnosis assistant provides an estimation of the state of the system and of events not observed, from where the occurrences of the breakdown are deduced. The second main approach uses Petri Nets. A interesting use of Petri nets is described in (Anglano, 1994). The Petri nets considered are a model of behaviour of the system to be diagnosed. This model is built with a BPN (Behavioral Petri Net) which includes possibly states of breakdowns. The authors introduce two types of tokens; a normal token and an inhibiting token. These two types of tokens allow to introduce three types of markings, namely: { true, false, unknown }. The BPN are safe and deterministic networks. Backward firing rules are defined and make it possible to discover possible inconsistencies in the search of causes. In this approach the diagnosis is carried out by a backward analysis of the networks which makes it possible to go back to the initial marking (causes) starting from the marking of the related state observed. Finally, finite state machines and Petri nets constitute tools relatively well adapted to build mechanisms of detection when the normal operation of the system is described by these formalisms. On the other hand, their uses in diagnosis are still limited. For the automata, the main difficulties are the significant



size of the space of state, this leads to problems of memory and speed of execution for the diagnosis. However, as it is underlined in (Valette, 1994), Petri nets are a powerful tool of modeling and may be seen as a tool among other to describe knowledge necessary to the diagnosis. 3.2 Recognition Methods These methods assume that no model is available to describe the relations between causes and effects. Only the knowledge relying on the human expertise consolidated by a solid feedback is considered, as in (Zwingelstein, 1995). Most of these methods are based on the Artificial Intelligence with particular tools such as case based reasoning, neural networks, fuzzy logic and neuro-fuzzy networks. The use of CBR in diagnosis begun about fifteen years ago, one can quote as an example system MOLTKE and PATDEX, (Bergmann, 1998). For an application in diagnosis, the principal singularity of CBR is due to the definition of the cases structure. A new diagnosis problem is solved by retrieving one or more previously known cases, reusing the known case in one way or another, revising the solution based on reusing a previous case, and retaining the new experience by storing it into the existing knowledgebase (case-base), (Aamodt, 1994). It makes it possible starting from the description of a breakdown to find the causes and to propose an action for a possible intervention of maintenance. Adapted to the diagnosis, the structure of the cases is thus the following one: Problem ↔ Symptoms (description of the particular situation of diagnosis) Solution ↔ Origins (several possible origins) Conclusion ↔ Actions (strategy of maintenance). Thus the use of CBR in diagnosis seems relatively easy, with the suitable structure for cases. However, the difficulty is precisely due to this structure of case and information which it must contain. Indeed, the extraction of knowledge and its representation are of primary importance in this type of application. In the same way, one can find neural networks in diagnosis systems. Many architectures have been developed but we focus on the RRBF (Recurrent Radial Basis Function) proposed in (Zemouri, 2002). Indeed, this architecture seems best suited for applications of forecast and dynamic monitoring. Moreover thanks to its simplicity (separation of the dynamic memory and the static memory) and to the relatively short training time, it allows the on-line training, which makes it particularly interesting within the framework of the dynamic monitoring. When applied to the diagnosis, it provides powerful classification means. Indeed, the neural networks belong to the recognition pattern methods of diagnosis. However, even if the neuronal tool is able to identify modes of failures of a system, it does not explain really the causes at the origin of these modes of failures. For an application in diagnosis, the neural networks and more specially the RRBF belong to detection methods which come before the diagnosis in the monitoring of the systems. The results obtained with temporal neural networks make them particularly interesting tools for industrial applications of monitoring. Their capacities of detection and classification would make possible to use them within the framework of an application of



diagnosis for the generation of intelligent alarms because the detection that they carry out is followed by a treatment and allows a classification. Indeed they could constitute a good tool which would make possible to obtain symptoms associated with a failure that a system of diagnosis would use to carry out the localization and the identification of the causes of this failure Introduced by Zadeh in 1965, fuzzy logic as it is described in (Bouchon-Meunier, 1995) allows formalizing the representation and the treatment of vague or approximate knowledge. It allows handling systems of a great complexity with for example human’s factors. Its use in fields such as the decisionmaking aid or the diagnosis thus seems natural because it provides a powerful tool to assist in an automatic way the human actions which are usually inaccurate. In these various contexts (diagnosis, decisionmaking aid), knowledge or data given by human expert are incomplete, imprecise and informal. Thus fuzzy logic makes it possible on one hand to take into account the data inaccuracies and on the other hand to specify rules to diagnose or to find the appropriate action. An example of such architecture is given in (Rahamani, 1998), in which fuzzy logic is used on three different levels (a fuzzy expert system and two classification stages). Fuzzy logic is also associated with other tools like Petri Nets for example. In (Minca, 2002), Petri Nets are used to model fault trees and logical expressions of fault trees are translated into fuzzy rules. So, starting from a fuzzy expression of symptoms, the tool gives a constant dynamic analysis of the state of degradation of the system. In these various applications, fuzzy logic is rather natural to treat the inaccuracy, uncertainty related to knowledge of the field. However one cannot consider these applications as real applications of diagnosis because these various tools do not localize nor identify causes of failures. Used with fault trees, fuzzy logic should provide an evaluation on the occurrence or the presence of the basic events of the fault tree which are at the origin of the top event. One would thus obtain the evaluation of the causes at the origin of a dysfunction. In applications of diagnosis, one finds mainly hybrid neuro-fuzzy models for which neural networks and fuzzy systems are combined in a homogeneous way. The majority of the applications met in (Palade, 2002), (Uppal, 2002), are based on the establishment of a diagnosis starting from the classification of residues, they thus require to be able to establish a numeric model of the system. Possibilities of establishing models with neuro-fuzzy techniques have been developed but their applications remain limited. It would be thus interesting to use these techniques taking into account their capacities while being completely free from a model of the system to diagnose. We have seen in this part the various techniques of the Artificial Intelligence which make it possible to carry out a diagnosis based on recognition methods. Their applications are numerous and for some, the results are overall satisfactory. However, most of these methods carry out a classification by pattern recognition. The diagnosis thus amounts to identify an operating mode of the process which reflects the state



of breakdown. In this direction, the diagnosis carried out does not make it possible to identify the causes of the dysfunction unless if they are explicitly described in the identified mode or case as in the CBR. For the other tools, the applications are connected more with "intelligent detection", for which the output of the system of diagnosis is carrying information on the state of the system, but does not give the causes of them. These tools thus seem better suited for the modules of detection in a complete architecture of monitoring. 3.3 Methods based on explicative models These methods are mainly based on the representation of the relations between the various states of breakdowns and their possibly observable effects. They thus rely on a major analysis of the system, so as to have sufficient knoledges on these relations of cause to effect. Some models allow to use an abductive approach which consists in going back to the causes of the breakdowns starting from the observations corresponding to the symptoms. The causal graphs, as those described in (Brusoni, 1995), (Brusoni, 1997) (Grosclaude, 2000), are a tool particularly interesting for the diagnosis because they can bring a justification of the diagnosis suggested through causal way followed in the graph. Moreover, the algorithms of abductive diagnosis make it possible starting from the observation of symptoms to seek possible causes. Lastely the introduction of temporal constraints, contradictory effects and interactions between the breakdowns gives better approaches of the physical reality of the system to be diagnosed. The causal graphs rely on the formalization of the causal bonds which govern the states of breakdowns and require an important knowledge of the system to establish these causal bonds as well as the temporal constraints. This knowledge can be extract from diagnosis tools like fault tree or FMECA (Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis). Moreover, the algorithms of temporal abductive diagnosis are relatively complex and impose long computing times. A diagnosis on-line is thus not easily realizable by using the causal model directly. The contextual graphs were introduced starting from the decision trees. The representation based on the context of the event is turn into a representation based on the context of resolution of the event. The branches of the tree which lead to the same final action are gathered in the graph and a temporal connection is introduced into the graph to account for the actions and the decisions which can be carried out in parallel. They allow the representation of multiple actions depending on the context. Moreover this representation takes into account the dynamics of the context in its evolution. They also present the advantage to be able to handle great structures such as industrial applications. This representation is comprehensible by operators since it is similar to their mode of reasoning. Lastly, their flexibility and their modularity allow incremental acquisition of knowledge so as to integrate new practices. The contextual graphs thus seem to be a tool adapted for modelling activities which comprising a procedure/practices duality. They are applicable in fields where an interpretation or an adaptation of general rules is necessary to take into account the richness of the real context. Within the framework of



an application of supervision, they could be applied in cases where the context takes a significant place between diagnosis of defects and the actions of recovery. Petri nets also allow within the framework of the diagnosis an approach in term of fault model. The places constitute states of breakdowns and the architecture of the network makes it possible to account for the relations existing between these breakdowns. Several techniques are based on a fault model, with in particular, the use of stochastic Petri nets. In (Aghasaryan, 1997), (Aghasaryan, 1998), (Tromp, 2000) and (Fabre, 2001), an approach by Petri nets to the problems of fault detection and diagnosis is used. The partially stochastic Petri nets are presented through two original approaches for the diagnosis. The first relates to an application to the management of the faults in the telecommunications networks, the second is applied to complex industrial systems. The use of partially stochastic Petri nets models makes it possible to preserve the probabilistic independence between competitor events, and does not require the exploration of the whole state space because only the local contexts are necessary to the propagation of the events or to the estimation of probabilities. Moreover this aspect of local context makes the method more robust, the tool is to a certain extent relatively quite evolutionary. On the other hand, results in (Tromp, 2000), tend to make partially stochastic Petri Nets a tool not very adapted to the diagnosis of complex industrial process. Finally, fuzzy logic can also be applied in order to work out an explicative model as in (BouchonMeunier, 2003). It deals with an explanation oriented diagnosis which makes it possible to explain the presence of a set of symptoms and to go back to the origin of these observations. With this aim one uses the modelling of a rule of causes to effects between the dysfunctions and the symptoms. Moreover one also takes into account the uncertainty of the observation of certain symptoms. According to this approach, the diagnosis is carried out thanks to the confrontation between knowledge and the observations. The diagnosis is carried in two stages : it uses an index of coherence which allows to eliminate dysfunctions which are incoherent with the observations and it is refined by an index of relevance which select and sort by order of suspicion remaining dysfunctions. Other works (Mellouli, 2000), on fuzzy logic study the realization of an abductive reasoning by the inversion of the modus ponens. Being given a fuzzy rule of the type "if U is A then V is B", and an observation of the type V', the authors seek to characterize the assumptions of the type U is A' answering the question "why V is B' "? This abductive approach based on the inversion of the modus ponens must make it possible to find the assumptions satisfying a given observation. If the starting rule models a causal relation for which premise A is a cause and the conclusion B is an effect the abductive approach on the basis of the B' observation of the effect makes it possible to characterize the cause by the A' assumption and thus carries out a diagnosis. For all these methods, four important points can resume the suitable properties for a diagnosis tool. For the beginning, the first step in order to make a



diagnosis system is the model acquisition. As we have seen, making a diagnosis uses the system knowledge. Thus explicative models seem to be the most adapted to express the causal knowledge of a system, which are essential to carry out a diagnosis. In the industrial maintenance practice, this knowledge – based on human expertise - is often uncertain. Fuzzy logic is the best tool to express and take into account these uncertainties. Moreover, a diagnostic tool has to be robust and must use a generic method. At last whatever tool we use, results have to be validated by an expert. The tools proposed in the next section try to take into account all these points. 4. FUZZY PETRI NETS AND NEURO-FUZZY SYSTEMS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS Taking into account these requirements for the diagnosis, we focus on methods based on explicative models. They indeed are adapted best for the modelling of the causal relations essential to the diagnosis. A fault model seems more suited for a diagnosis tool and Petri Net are chosen in a first time for their modelling capabilities. Given the difficulties of the model acquisition, expertises already available in a company are invaluable sources of information. The Petri net fault model is based on the tools used for diagnosis which are fault trees and FMECA. As in (Tromp, 2000) and (Minca, 2002) Petri nets model fault trees and provide powerful tools, able to represent AND and OR influences. The fault tree is a formalization of the causal bonds which govern the states of breakdowns. Modelling such analysis with Petri net allows to give a justification of the diagnosis by the way followed in the net as in causal graphs. Instead of probabilistic approaches like Bayesian Networks or Stochastic Petri nets, which lead to tools hardly relevant for on-line diagnosis, the fuzzy approach allows reasoning close to the human one. The association of the Fuzzy logic with the Petri net’s computing abilities, allows an abductive approach for an on-line diagnosis without increasing the complexity of the tool. Fuzzy logic is introduced in order to take into account uncertainties linked to the maintenance knowledge and represents a formalization of the important knowledge given in the FMECA. It makes it possible to give fuzzy degrees of credibility as in (Looney, 2003), associated to the states of breakdowns. Lastly, we use an abductive approach which makes it possible to characterize the causes starting from the observations. The algorithm is a downward approach in the fault tree. Given a top event observed this observation is translated into a fuzzy degree of credibility and propagated in the net. So, each fault which could be at the origin of the top event is characterized by its own fuzzy degree. In the same time we work on neuro-fuzzy systems as described in the next. Our method is divided into several points, (Palluat, 2004) : - Acquisition of relevant information of the system. Using studies carried out on the system (Failure Modes Effects and Critical Analysis – FMECA, fault tree, functional analyzes …), and with the help of the operators and the experts, it is necessary to extract the critical zones to supervise, as well as information available on these zones: static (fault tree, functional analyzes …) and dynamic information (CMMS – historic, given sensors …).



- Application of the detection system based on the dynamic neural networks. On input of the detection system, we find the information given by the sensors; it can be a binary or a real value. On output, the experts identify the operating mode (symptom) of the supervised element. The use of neural networks is justified by their training ability, their parallel computation ability, their capacity to solve problems inherent to the system non-linearity and their computation speed when implemented in an integrated circuit. - Application of the diagnosis system based on a fuzzy neural network. On input of the diagnosis system, we find the degree of membership of each operating mode given by the detection system. We find also external qualitative or quantitative inputs like information given by operators to improve diagnosis. On output, we find a list of possible causes ordered by degree of credibility, and as optional information: the degree of gravity. This diagnosis aid system can be used for real-time monitoring and it improves its accuracy by on-line learning. Moreover, the natural formulation often available in CMMS can be integrated thanks to the fuzzy logic procedure. The diagnosis aid system gives also to the operator a fuzzy interpretation of all possible causes and origins linked to a given symptom and may help the maintenance manager to plan the maintenance. 5. EXAMPLE Let us consider the following fault tree of a flexible manufacturing sub-system from the "Institut de Productique" of Besançon (Fig. 1)



consequent is transformed through the sigmoid function in order to provide the degree for the antecedent. The same fault tree is used in order to build the fuzzy neural network (Fig 3.). AND/OR dependencies are given with only two types of neurons: one with linear activation and one with semi-sigmoid activation. P1 T1
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Fig.2: Example of Fuzzy Petri Net (FPN) As for the fuzzy Petri net, the FMECA allow to configure the fuzzy neural network. A factor α for semi-sigmoid neurons represents the frequency of the fault. For basic events, this factor follows the following rule: IF this event is in the FMECA, THEN the factor is found directly by a fuzzyfication of the frequency of the fault ELSE the factor is the minimum that we fixed in preliminaries. For upper level, this factor is the maximum of factors that are below.
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Fig.1 : Flexible manufacturing sub-system fault tree Given the AND and OR influences we obtain the Fuzzy Petri Net shown in Fig.2. The different places in the net are the different events of the fault tree and the transitions are the different AND and OR dependencies. In this example we consider that events corresponding to the places P2 and P3 are the observable symptoms. We suppose that we have a detection system which provides us the fuzzy credibility degree corresponding to both symptoms. Information given by the FMECA are introduced in order to parameterize the backward propagation of the degree in AND/OR dependencies. This propagation depends on the fault frequency of the corresponding event which is one of the characteristic given in the FMECA. This frequency determines the center of a sigmoid function which allows the backward propagation, (Looney, 2003). For each causal relation, the degree corresponding to the
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Fig. 3 : Example of Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN) We assume that we observed the event "Pallet jam to the inner ring" with the fuzzy degree 0.46, results for both tools is given in the table 1. This degree is propagated through Table 1. Events FPN FNN the Petri Net in places which P13/f0 0.018 0.449 could lead to P2 in a forward P14/f1 0.018 0.449 propagation. The maintenance P5/f2 0.574 0.967 knowledge of the FMECA and the P6/f3 0.231 0.430 P7/f4 0.098 0.226 causal relations of the fault tree P8/f5 0.45 0.725 used in the fuzzy Petri net allow P9/f6 0 0 suspecting the event P10/f7 0 0 corresponding to P5 as the fault P11/f8 0 0 origin with a fuzzy credibility of P12/f9 0 0 0.574. The same example has run trough the FNN which were parameterize with the same FMECA. The results are quite similar and the same event: "D1 sensor failure" is suspected. This information can held a maintenance operator in his diagnosis. The FPN and the FNN provide an abductive diagnosis: given a symptom, it gives a set of fault origin directly linked by causal relations to the
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